HUGE SOLAR FLARE – WHAT DOES IT MEAN?
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The Sun erupted recently spewing forth a huge burst of plasma into space from the very center
of the Sun facing us and it was heading right toward Earth. It is a coronal mass ejection of
particles which will funnel in through the north and south magnetic fields of the polar regions on
Thursday February 17th through Saturday February 18th. Some have written me asking what
this means. Here are some thoughts.
This is the beginning (and a strong one) of the coming solar maximum, the peak of an 11-year
cycle coming in 2013, the point where the Sun is communicating most with us. And what does it
communicate?
Can this streaming information from the Sun touch your brain, reach your heart, and connect?
That would be thinking only physically. The Sun is way more than just a physical body, just as
you are. If you consider yourself more than physical, consider what the Sun is. Just imagine!
When the Sun touches us, it not so much touches us where we are, but in ‘who’ we are. The
Sun is the light in our mind whenever we remember or discover in a true sense ‘who’ we really
are, or as the Buddhists say: when we discover the true nature of the mind. Not just all the
distractions we spend most of our time on, but what those distractions distract us from and that
is: the true nature of the mind. We ignore this reality and remain ignorant for the most part, and
for most of the time. Correct?
A burst of information from the Sun not only affects us magnetically and creates geomagnetic
radio storms and auroras, but touches us also right where we ‘are’ most ourselves, inside, and
not just outside. Think the following through:
The process of us discovering ourselves, that is, the process of personal ‘identifying’ (knowing
who we in essence are) “IS” the circulation of the information of the Sun, the circle or cycle of
the Sun and the sun's sun. In other words, ALL identification IS circulation,” is the way the
cosmos knows itself, through the galaxy, to the Sun, to the Earth, to each of us and it is
ALWAYS happening. Right now it is happening even more. When we identify our own nature,
with each other, with anything, that IS the cosmos circulating and communicating with itself.
Please think on this.
All structures, like the galaxy, like the solar system, like the Sun, like the Earth, like each of us
are only coherent (we hang together) as long as information flows or circulates through us. Not
just blood! When life stops, the physical is empty, empty of what? That inner information that
circulates is the light in our eyes when we identify, when we discover, when we ‘know’... when
we know ourselves. In other words:
Identification IS circulation.
We here on earth may be at a remote distance from the galaxy center, the Sun center, the Earth
center, but in the mind nothing is remote. All distances are near. We are the very eye and mind
of the universe looking at itself, fully present when we are identifying or endlessly finding
ourselves, existing and cohering ONLY by the continual process of identifying, identification.
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With no identification, there is nothing communicating and no one or unity. Flip it folks. It is not
something out there watching us, but all the intelligence in the universe look through our eyes at
itself. We have come through all time and through all space to be here now, to see in the now,
to be now.
I know this is abstract folks, but IF you can make sense of it, then you can flip that view that
20th Century science has laid on us that mankind is a lonely outpost on a tiny planet on the far
edge of the galaxy, which itself is on the very far edge of the supergalaxy, and so on. You know:
cold, black, alone, helpless, meaningless, etc. Are you?
Instead we are, each of us, representative intelligent life not just here on earth, but in the entire
universe, no more distant than any part of our own body is distant from being us. We live
through our body, and not vice versa. 20th Century science has it just backward, so please flip
it. We are an equal part of creating and of whatever creative forces there are, a representative,
not a victim.
Increased solar bursts touch the “we” in us, who we are at core, so do be AWARE of inner shifts
and changes rather than look for outer effects. The inner controls the outer, and not vice versa.
A change at the center controls the entire periphery, but not always vice versa.
Well, words cannot convey what I am pointing at, which leaves me just pointing at the reality.
Can you see it?
For those interested in learning more about our solar system, local system of stars, galaxy, and
local group of galaxies, please see my free ebook: "The Astrology of Space" here:
http://astrologysoftware.com/books/index.asp?orig
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Free e-book "The Astrology of Space" can be downloaded here:
http://astrologysoftware.com/books/index.asp?orig
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A rough diagram of a solar flare at the center of the sun spewing particles directly at the earth.
Notice that the earth's atmospheric shield serves to protect the earth from two much radiation,
but it funnels in through the poles.
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A NASA photo of a solar flare from a side view. This current one came directly from the center.
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